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ABSTRACT 

Final results t n presented from & search for iragfe-photoiu produced in as

sociation with neutrinos or other weakly interacting neutral particles In **«~ 

annihilations at V* = 29<3tV, The March w u performed, with the MAC de

tector at PEP in a total integrated luminosity of l7Tpb"'. The search limiti 

the number of light-neutrino families to Nu < It), The maw of the selectron It 

limited to me- > SOGeV/c* if rr»rt a m;* and mjj • 0, The nun of the wlno li 

limited to m~ > 51 GcV/c* if m* = 0. These limits are at the 0091 confidence 

level. 
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Searches for photons from the reaction e +e~ —• 771 currently provide the 

most restrictive limit* on the muses of possible superaymmetric partners to the 

electron (e) and photon (1) in models where the the 7 is light and stable. ' A 

dominant background to these searches, the reaction e+e~ -* vl>i, is also of con

siderable interest since part of the crosa section is sensitive to NV} the number of 

light-neutrino families. Present limits on N„ from e + e~, although not quite as 

restrictive a* recent pp collider results, provide an independent measurement 

of this fundamental quantity. This paper reports final results from a search for 

single-photons accompanied by weakly interacting particles in three data sam

ples totalling 177pb - i of e+e~ interactions accumulated by the MAC detector 

on the PEP storage ring at SLAC. An improved understanding of beam-related 

backgrounds il incorporated in a maximum likelihood analysis allowing an im

provement in the limits on radiative neutrino and phottno production compared 

with previous publications of this search.1 New limits on radiative snentrino 

production from the calculation of Grifols, Martinez, and Soli are presented. 

Although auperaymmetric (SUSY) theories continue to generate much the

oretical activity, none of the predicted partners to ordinary particles has yet 

been found. In many SUSY models the lightest SUSY particle is neutral, stable, 

interacts only weakly vith matter, and thus cannot be directly detected. Two 

candidates for this lightest SUSY particle which can be produced in e+e~ inter

actions are the -7 produced via virtual e exchange and the sneutrino (£>) produced 

via 2 or supersymmetrie IV (W) exchange. The cross section for radiative pro

duction of ^ or £ pairs is & function of both the T or v masses and the masses of 

the exchanged particles. At PEP, the 'J'n and vPf cross sections are compa-
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rable for mj t = m,-,, = SDGeV/e*, m^ = 0, and Nv = 3. The $>&i crow section 

for mtf = 50 GeV/e2 and rr»c = 0 is twice as large. 

Photons from e +e~ ~* upf, 777, ^nd ^ 7 have similar energy and angular 

diatTibutiani, peaked sharply at low energy and at imall polar angles. Other 

radiative processes, e+«~ -» e+e~i, 777, /i+fi~-f, and r + r~7, can also produce 

single-photon events if the other particles in the event arc lost into uninstru-

mented or inefficient regions of the detector. For a detector completely efficient 

above some polar angle relative to the beam axis, the background from e +e"7, 

17-)', and (i+fi~i is kinematic&lly limited to E±-j < (\/J— -E-j) sin 0v»to where Sxt 

is the transverse energy of the detected photon and (y4to •* the maximum polar 

angle of undetected particles. This restriction does not apply to t+e" —» r+T~"j 

where decay neutrinos may carry significant momentum. However, given the 

photon energy resolution, the luminosity, and 0r«to> *he background from all of 

these processes is easily calculated. The data in this report were collected in 

three running periods of differing 0veio. The single-photon search region for each 

period was chosen accordingly. 

The MAC detector, composed of calorimetric and tracking chambers covering 

> 98% of 4T BT, has been described in previous reports.' Of particular importance 

to this experiment are the electromagnetic shower calorimeters (SC) in which 

photon energies and directions are measured, and th« endc&p calorimeters (EC] 

and smalt angle detectors which define QYtta- The other MAC detector elements 

(inner and outer drift chambers, hadron calorimeters, and scintillation counters) 

provide rejection of cosmic ray, single-electron, and beam-related backgrounds. 

The 14 radiation length (r.l.) SC, constructed from alternating rlanes of lead 
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and proportional wire chamber* (PWC) covering 35* < * < 145", is segmented 

radially mto three layers. Position information a derived from !.«• azimuth*! 

nun» n I II digitized at both ends. The angular resolution has been determined 

from radiative Bbabha scattering event* to be 1.3s in azimuth [$) and 1.7° in 

the polar angle (•"). The energy resolution is aBfB = 2056/v'fi (GeV). 

The first data sample of 36 pb"1 was collected with the original detector 

configuration. Sndcap calorimeters covered polar angles greater than 10" with 

at least 20 r.L of ftteel and PWC planes, k single plane of scintillators provided 

redundant coverage to about 12° from the beam axis. Fully efficient small angle 

veto calorimeters (SAV) covering 3.8* < $ < 17.5° were installed for the Becond 

data sample of 80 pb"1. Downstream ef the SAV detectors, small angle tagging 

counters (SAT) cover B5% of the azimuth between 2.5° < 8 < 6.2°. Bach SAV 

was constructed from alternating discs of lead and PWC planes totalling 8.5 r.l. 

Each SAT was made fren. 6-8 r.l. of lead backed by 2 cm of plastic scintillator. 

Mechanical supports for the beam pipe precluded complete azlmuthal coverage 

for the SAT. A vertex chamber (VC) was Installed for the last data sample of 

61 pb" 1. The additional shielding necessary for the VC obstructed the SAV and 

SATbelow6,S°. Rlng»of24 bismuth germinate (BGO) crystals with photodiode 

readout were added between the VC and shielding, recovering part of the lost 

veto coverage. These BGO rings cover 4,8" < 6 < 7.2* with 10 r.l. of active 

material. 

DaU for this experimen. were collected with a single^photon trigger requiring 

energy deposHioa m at least two of the SC layer* and a minimom of 1 GeV of 

energy in good time coincidence (£75nsec) with the beam crossing. Subsequent 
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data, analysis required that candidate events have a photon well inside the SC, 

40° < ft, < 140*, and that no evidence of other particles appear in any of the 

other parts of the detector. Cuts applied on the t'-Hgy deposition pattern were 

designed to reject cosmic ray, beam-related, and noise backgrounds. A detailed 

description of the event selection follows. 

Photon showers were recognised by a cluttering algorithm that combined 

calorimeter hits above 100 MeV from the SC, EC, and hadron calorimeters with 

neighboring hit' in <f> and 9. The minimum cluster contains two hits. Clusters 

were allowed to span calorimeter boundaries and were allowed to extend into the 

hadron calorimeter. Each shower was asilgnsd energy B and angles 9 and d1 from 

the scalar and vector sum of its individual hits. Only events with a single cluster 

greater than 40* from the beam axis wire kept. Events initiated by showering 

charged particles were reduced by rejecting events with more than four central 

drift chamber hits. Events with an outer drift chamber track or with greater than 

30% of the cluster energy in the hadron calorimeter were Identified as cosmic rays 

and rejected. Cuts an small angle detectors installed alter the first data period 

were made to reduce tfvrt<, to angles below the endcaps. Events were vetoed if 

the energy in the SAV was greater than 280 MeV. For the second data sample, 

events were also rejected if the SAT was hit. The SAT was not used in the third 

data sample. Instead, events with greater than 100 MeV m the BGO rings were 

rejected. 

Events surviving the above cots htt'uded e +e~ - t t*t~f and fT7» back-

gnmnd beam-gas and beam hate scattering** and fas* sbowemeitsed by detector 

noise. To further reduce the backgrowd*, cut* were made on ttte shower profile. 



BmyalMnfwwwvvojib^tobAmlitteiitalltlnMlajfmofilisSC. SbowcnweM 

re^dredtobj^eiunowwiaHJ) £^binaiisUiiIiiigle> A straight Una trajectory 

notCQBt*t*lnrftoth»b«tmTtrtgiEW«tfittofeebJteiB«>ch«hflW«-, TIte point 

of intersection .so with th* bum axis in the plane containing the beam axis and 

the shower centroid, and its distance of closest approach rm,„ to the interaction 

point In the plans transverse to the beam axis, were calculated with a resolution 

aM • 12cm and ^ y , = 3.3cm. Showers were required to have i-,**, < 15 cm. 

Events passing these cuts are identified as single-photon candidates. 

In previous analyses of this search,1 candidates with |SQ| < 30 cm and narrow 

shower width e> in polar angle were assumed to be a background-free selection 

of single-photons since showers with these properties axe consistent with photons 

produced at the c+a" interaction point. The E^ distributions of these single-

photons are shown in Fig. 1 for the three data samples. In this analysis, the 

candidates selected without cuts on XQ and 6$ are expected to include events 

from beam-gas and beam halo backgrounds. A maximum likelihood analysis is 

employed to estimate the size of the true single-photon signal in the presence 

of beam-related backgrounds, First, a March region with limited contamination 

from QED backgrounds U determined. 

The efficiency of the cuts and trigger were determined with showers from 

radiative Bhabha scattering events. Losses due to background noise in the SAV, 

SAT, B60 , drift, calorimeter sad scintillator detectors were studied with beam 

crossings selected at random. The photon conversion probability in the beam 

pipe was 2-1% depending on the running period. The overall efficiency for each 

data sample, cakulated from the product of (he above efficiencies, typically rises 
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from 53% at E±1 = 2.0 GeV to 69% at Ej., » 4.6 GaV. 

The QED background was calculated by Monte Carlo simulation. The single-

photon £ j . 7 spectra oF simulated e +e~7,777, ft*n't, and f+f~1 events B»> 

reeled for resolution, acceptance, efficiency, and luminosity was determined for 

different 0 T M o , The beat 0v«to fit to each data sample agreed with the angles 

«xp«cted from the geometry of the small angle detectors. A separate aoalyato 



of tingle-electron events from e+e~-y verified the 0T«to determined by this pro

cedure. A search teg'ton for each of the three running periods was defined such 

that fhe combined background from e+e~Tr, i~r>, P+P~ "», and r+r~i events was 

expected to be less thin 0.1 event in each search region. The aearch regions are 

(*) E±i > 4.6 GeV, (b) E±1 > 2.0 GeV, end (c) E±.y > 2.6 GeV. The expected 

yield of photons from e+e~ -» vP7 (N„ = 3) is 0.1 in (a), 0.6 in (b) and 0.4 

In (e). There axe 10 single :**>£on candidates in the search region, all from the 

second running period. 

Unlike the above QED processes, it is difficult to make an accurate esti

mate of the size of possible backgrounds from beam-gas and beam halo inter

actions. Since the general characteristics of showers produced by beam-related 

backgrounds differ from showers initiated by photons produced at the e"V" col

lision point, a maximum likelihood analysis can be used to estimate the true 

siie of the single-photon signal in the presence of this type of background. The 

broad distribution of beam-related backgrounds along the b,.am axis and the 

shallow trajectories at which background particles enter che detector give back

ground showers a broader distribution of reconstructed axial vertex positions ZQ 

and shower widths e* than showers from photons which originate from the e+e~ 

collision point. The measured E± spectrum of these backgrounds falls off more 

steeply than for signal. 

Distributions of measured ZQ, 6g, and E± for the beam-related background are 

determined with a background sample containing 67 events that have measured 

Ex m the single-photon search region but fail the cut on the maximum allowed 

nu-rher of central drift chamber hits. The drift chamber hits in the events in 



the background sample were caused predominantly by charged pedicles that 

entered the detector from one end and traversed several layers of drift cells before 

showering in the SC. Distributions of zo and Of for signal events an measured 

with stumers from radiative Bhabha, scattering events. The distribution of Sxi 

for signal is chosen to be the differential cross section for e +e~ —»fvP, which is 

similar to e +e~ —* -77*7 for m, = 50CeV/e8 and ntj = 0. 

The probability of finding n events, * from signal and b from beam-related 

backgrounds, with measurements aii. $n, and Ext for i = 1, . . . , n, is the gener

alized likelihood function 

1=1] 

where p,{zoi, <Ss,, £ i ; ) and p*(«oi. fa, £j,i) u e the probabilities for making the 

observed measurements on signal and background events, respectively. The max

imum likelihood estimate of the number of signal events in the search region is 

the value s = s which maximizes L for the n = ID single-photon Candidates. 

The maximum likelihood estimate of signal from equation (1) is s = 0.99 events, 

which agrees with the previous analyse of this search in which cuts on *Q and 

6g retained one event in the search regions.1 The confidence level of an upper 

limit 5 on 5 is computed by a Monte Carlo method as the fraction of equivalent 

experiments that, when exposed to a true number of signal events S, would es

timate a number of signal events larger than the A estimated tn this experiment. 

The 90% confidence level upper limit on signal is 5 - 3.7 events. Estimates of 

the systematic error in S due to determining the background distributions from 

the 67 event background sample lead to upper limits no more than 0.05 events 
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larger than the above S w 3.7, The melts of the maximum EheOhood analysis 

ace insensUive to whether or not the small QED background in the search r^ 

pona,cakdat^tol>altaitlian0.1«¥eBtpaTdatopetk>d tliindttd^a3*aHrd 

parameter hi **** likelihood function. 

The 3.7 event upper Emit on signal In the search regions ooiresponds to & 

Emit of N, < 16 at the OOSt confidence level with no SUSY or baclcgramd pro-

dectkm ascttmed or enbttacted. LiliriteoaaaoiiiakmBiikgle'pbotonprodactkm 

were calculated after subtracting the expected vPy background of l a events. 

Ucingth* differential enw section for yft production as calculated by Ware and 

Machacelc,11 the regions of excluded * and 7 masses are shown In Fig. 2 for (a) 

"»U = ntijtt *** ( B) mi,, > m^> For miy • 0 the 90% confidence level limits on 

the e mass are (a) rrt| > SOGeV/c1 and (b) mt„ > ilQtV/e1. Limits on v and 

IV muses depend on the speeifit SUSY model selected, Using the differential 

cross section for &Di production as calculated by Crlfols, Martinez, and Sola.,5 

ib* regions of excluded 9? and P manei are shown in Fig. 3. For mj> = 0 the 

90% confidence level limit on the ffl nasi 1v m^ > SlQtV/c*. These limits are 

higher than those obtained In previous publications of this search1 and greater 

than or comparable to results from other searches.* 

We thank J. D. Ware and M. Martina for providing calculations of the 777 

and Sfrj cross sections for the MAC detector acceptance. We also thank N. Er

icsson, J. Etcetera, M. J. Fraas»wakl,aiid J. Schroeder for technical assistance, 

and fheSLAC staff for continued rdlahk operation of tlie PEP storage ring. We 

acbtowfedgethe technical assWance u d regret the passing of C. T. Pttlfiain, 
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